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esting than the arrangement usually followed.
Initerlarded with the elements are the sepa-

rate headings for chemical, physical and
mathematical constants, for instance: An-
alysis, solutions, acoustic, electric, optical and
critical constants, logarithms and antiloga-
rithms. The table of atomic weights is based
on the values, published by the international
committee for 1905.
In some of these cases it might have been

better to combine such headings as 'Barom-
eter,' 'Gases.' (with reduction of barometric
readings) and 'Air '-or 'Freezing Mixtures,'
'Temperature Measurement,' 'Thermochem-
istry' and ' Heat Constants,' instead of having
each in a different part of the book. There
are, however, a large number of cross refer-
ences and an excellent index to facilitate its
use.

In these chapters on constants the authors
have added some text, containing definitions,
derivations and explanations of the more im-
portant formulae, and frequent valuable refer-
ences to the literature. The chapter on
' Units' is the weakest part, since several mis-
takes and many loose statements have crept in
which should not occur in a book of this kind.
The gram is defined as the weight of one cubic
centimeter of water at 40 C., instead of the
concrete unit; density and specific gravity are
used as synonyms. While the numerical
values may be identical, namely, if we adopt
as unit volume the milliliter, or the wrong
definition of the gram (as mass) given by the
authors, the two names have not the same
physical meaning. The metric equivalent of
the English yard is given incorrectly and as
the two units of capacity in the United States
we find the gallon and the cask, the latter to
equal 121.1296 liters. The reviewer feels con-
ficent that with him many readers of SCIENCE
are ignorant of the existence of such a unit,
though certainly one of this size might exist
in addition to the many others. The bushel,
however, is not given. It would have been
well to add to the metric horsepower, as used
in Germany, the equivalent of the English
horsepower. The electrical units have not
been defined in accordance with international
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agreement or with the values legalized in
Germany; that the E.M.F. of a Clark standard
cell is given as 0.69735 volt-the reciprocal of
its actual value-may be an oversight.
A distinction, though by no means clear,

seems to be made between 'Masse,' 'Gewicht '

and 'Schwere,' the second probably corre-
sponding in meaning to Holman's 'Weightal,'
i. e., the quantity of substance as measured
by weighing; but the use of the first two as
synonyms and the statement that the gram-
weight is one of the units of the c.g.s. system
(see also: One Joule- 0.1019 mkg.) leads
finally to an evaluation of the 'weight' of the
sun instead of its mass.
While the reviewer may appear over-par-

ticular in such questions, it can not be suffi-
ciently emphasized how harmful mistakes of
this kind are. Like a fog in an otherwise
beautiful landscape, they have led many a man
off the right road. But this book is prin-
cipally intended for those who have passed
the danger point or are not concerned with
definitions of this kind, and for such it will
prove to be very useful on account of its handy
size and the good selection of the material.

K. E. GUTHE.
STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA.

Die heterogenen Gleichgewichte vorm Stand-
punkte der Phcasenlehre. By H. W.
BAKHUIsIROOZEBOOM. Zweites Heft: Sys-
teme aus zwei Komponenten. Erster Teil.
14x22 cm.; pp. xii+-465. Braunschweig,
Friedrich Vieweg und Sohn. 1904.
In this volume the author discusses equi-

librium phenomena for two-component systems
in which only the components can occur as
solid phases. Compounds and solid solutions
are to be considered in a later volume. Mix-
tures of gases apparently do not come under
the scope of the book and the author starts off
with the equilibrium between liquid and vapor.
We have the boiling-point curves for mix-
tures which give neither a maximum nor a
minimum boiling-point, for pairs of liquids
with a constant maximum boiling-point, and
for pairs of liquids with a constant minimum
boiling-point. We also have the pressure-con-
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centration curves for these systems at constant
temrlperature. In addition to a discussion of
the possible qualitative forms of the partial
pressure curves, there is a consideration of the
(luantitative values with special referenee to
the formnulas of Duhem, van der Waals and
van't l-foff. The only thing lacking in this
suniiiaiary is a statement of the relation be-
tweein tlhe heat of dilution alnd the displace-
miienit of a imiaximium-i or minimum boiling-
point with change of pressure.
Next in order is a discussion of the com-

plete freezing-point curve. Of special interest
is the chapter on the methods of determining
the freezing-poinit curves and the nature of
the solid phases. We can locate a freezing-
p)oimt eturve either thernally by cooling- or
bleating-curves, or analytically by solubility
deteri.aintations at conistant temperature. For
aquLeouts solutions the latter method is usually
the mniore accurate; but the thermal niethod is
the better for alloys and fused salts, owing to
the difficulty of pipetting oft the pure solution.

Roozebooml groups the methods for deter-
mimning the nature of a solid phase under the
headings: Direct Analysis,' MAicroscopic Ex-
aminatio, ' Conductivity,' ' Electromotive
Force,' '11eat of Formation,' Other Methods.'
While these mriethlods have all beeii used more
or less exten-sively, they are of very unequal
value. When possible, isolation of the solid
phase and direct analysis is the imost accurate
of all. This, however, is usually not feasible
in the case of alloys and is often unsatisfac-
tory with efflorescin-g salts. Microscopic ex-
amiination is the only method which is of real
value for alloys. The methods grouped under
coi(luctivity and electromotive force are
wortlhless as general methods and are not to
be recomimended in special cases except as
giving corroborative evidence. Mfuch the same
may be said of density determinations, while
no one has ever got any results by determining
the heat of formation of alloys.
The last portion of the book is devoted to a

consideration of equilibriuLn under high pres-
sures, the phenoinena near the critieal points
forming a special case under this general
heading. While interesting in itself and im-
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portalnt from a theoretical point of view, this
section will probably appeal less to the average
chemist thani will other portions of the book,
tecause relatively few of us have ever had the
opportunity of working with high pressures.

WILDER ID. B:13 NCROFT.

SCIENTIFIOC JOUI\A IJS AND ARIRTICLES.

The American Naturalist for iNovemuber
contains the following articles: 'Collection
and Preparation of -Material for Classes in
Elementary Zoology,' by 13. G. Smith, giving
the imiethods in use at the Uniiversity of Alich-
igan; 'A New Ostracod from Nantucket,
Cyprinotus americanus,' by Joseph A. Cush-
man; 'Further Notes on FIlyla anderson1i and
Rana virgatipes in New Jersey,' by W. T.
Davis; 'A Systematic Study of the Salicacem,'
by D. P. Penhallow; the concluding paper
ecuitaining a synopsis of the genera and spe-
cies and list of literature on the subject.
'AMomientum in Variation,' by F. 13. LooIm1is,
is an all too brief attempt to explain the de-
velopmnent of parts beyonid the point of ap-
parent utility. MAlany of the statemnenlts mmeed
qualification, many are erroneous, and the
subject is not oine to be disposed of in five
pages; it is safer to say we do not know.

The Amer7ican Journal of Anatomy for
December contains the following articles:

JoHNs W\ARREN: 'Tlle Developmnent of the Para-
phvsis and the Pineal Region in \c/rectitsr acu-
1atus. 2.3 text-figures.

B'. T. IHELL: ' The Development of the Thymus.'
.3 plates and h5 text-figures.

J. S. FERGUSON: 'Time Veins of the Adrenal.'
3 text-figures.

GmEoRGEWAFI\LKER: 'The Blood Vessels of the
Prostate Gland.' 2 colored plates.

B. :L ALLEN: 'Time Emibryonic Development
of the Rete-Cords and Sex-Cords of Chhryseamys.'
I double plate and 6 text-figures.

F. T. LEWi'Ts: 'IThe Development of the Lym-
pliatic Systemn in Ptabbits.' 8 text-figures.

F. T. LEWIS: 'The Development of the Veins in
the Limnbs of Rabbit Embryos.' 1 text-figure.
A nlotice to men-mbers of the Association of

American A-natomiists of the approaching meeting,
Christimas week.

The Annual Report of the Public AMuseum
of AMilwaukee, for the year ending August 31,


